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Abstract— The aim of paper was to study the properties of 

Polyester/viscose/spandex yarn spun by varying some of the 

spinning process parameters. Yarn samples were prepared by 

varying draw frame sliver hank, simplex frame roving hank, 

draw frame & Sliver hank were varied simultaneously which 

were further produced on modified Ring frame with spandex 

attachment. The effort has been made to study the end 

breakage rate at ring frame which causes a ”strip-back” 

problem of yarn. The paper also confined to study the 

Autoconer- cuts which has a high impact on yarn quality.  The 

results showed that best combination of silver hank, roving 

hank had effect on U %, imperfections, Ring frame end 

breakages and Autoconer Cuts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Spandex core spun yarn have been widely used in Textile 

industry to produce different type of textile apparel which has 

stretchability and recover its main property. The most 

common method of producing yarns are cone spinning on a 

modified ring frame, Siro Spinning, air entangling hollow 

spindle spinning, rotor spinning, Friction Spinning [6] Each 

spinning system yarn has different structure and properties 

and can be adopted as per its end use. Spandex is widely used 

in Swimwear, Sportswear, Bottom weights, Leggings, yoga 

wear, suiting which are better in clinging to body while 

remaining comfortable 

Spandex fibre is also known as Lycra, dorlastane & 

elastane. Spandex is a generic term used to designate 

elastomeric fibre which has an extension at break greater than 

200% and also show rapid recovery when tension is released. 

These fibre exhibit rubber like behaviour with reversible 

extension as high as 400-800%. The name spandex is an 

anagram of the word expands and is known as elastane. In 

chemical term spandex is a synthetic linear macromolecule 

with a long chain containing at least 85% of segmented 

polyurethane along with the alternating hard and soft 

segmented linked by urethane bonds -NH-CO-O-, soft chain 

segments gives elasticity to fibre while hard chain segment 

gives molecular interaction force to fibre which ensures a 

certain level of strength of fibre and long term stability. [4] 

A. Das et. reports, the interaction effect of elastane 

stretch proportion of elastane core and twist multiplier on 

physical & mechanical proportion of stretchable elastane – 

cotton core spun yarns. The core component is 78dtex 

elastane filaments and the sheath consist of cotton. The core 

yarns are produced on modified ring frame.  Yarn 

characteristics like Tenacity, breaking elongation yarn to yarn 

metal friction elastic recovery and hairiness were observed. It 

was observed that the above parameters have significant 

impact on all, except breaking elongation. [12] 

Osman Babaarslan briefly described a method of 

producing a polyester/viscose spandex core spun yarn on 

modified short staple ring spinning frame. He also examined 

the polyester / viscose staple yarn and polyester/ viscose / 

spandex core spun yarn produced on modified ring spinning 

frame system. The experiment & test result showed that core 

positioning has a direct effect on the structure, properties& 

performance of core spun yarn. [3] 

No research or study has been done for optimization 

of core spun Polyester/viscose spandex spinning parameters 

to reduce Ring frame end breakages to overcome “strip- 

back” problem i.e. slippage of staple fiber as sheath fiber 

relative to core fiber at Ring frame & minimize the cuts at 

auto corner. 

In this paper the properties of core spun 

polyester/viscose/spandex yarn was studied by varying some 

of the spinning process parameters i.e., hank of draw frame 

sliver and hank of simplex frame roving. The effort has been 

made to study the end breakage rate at ring frame which 

causes a” strip-back” problem of yarn. The paper also 

confined to study the Autoconer- cuts which has a high 

impact on yarn quality.  The yarn was produced on modified 

ring spinning frame which had spandex attachment to the 

conventional ring frame spinning system. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this work polyester staple fibre of 44mm and 1.4 denier 

and viscose fibre of 44mm and 1.5 denier was used. The 

fibres were conditioned, blended and spinning was performed 

as per the practices followed by mill. Draw frame sliver hank, 

simplex frame hank was varied and nine samples where A1, 

A2, A3 samples were made by varying different draw frame 

hank, B1, B2, B3 by varying different simplex frame hank 

C1, C2, C3 by varying draw frame and simplex frame hank 

simultaneously, and one sample X with standard hanks as of 

mill were produced details given in Table1.Further these 

samples were processed on modified ring frame spinning 

system. The Spandex used was filament of 44dtex. The 

polyester/ viscose/ spandex ratio used was 63/33/4. Nine trial 

samples produced were tested by the procedure followed by 

the mill and compared with standard sample. 

III. PRODUCTION METHOD 

Mixing and blending of polyester and viscose fibre was done 

where sliver opened viscose and beater opened polyester was 

used. To avoid antistatic charges during spinning the 

antistatic finish was used in the ratio 0.72% / 0.10% / 3litre 

(antistatic oil/lubricant /water) for 100 kg fibre. The fibres 

were passed through Blow room line, carding, draw frame 

(breaker), draw frame (finisher with autoleveler), simplex 

frame, ring frame with lycra attachment, Autoconer, steaming 

(to prevent snarling), testing and analysing of yarn. In this 
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experiment draw frame sliver hank, simplex frame roving 

hank was varied to achieve this draft at draw frame and 

simplex frame were varied as per the spinning calculations, 

details given in table2.To produce polyester/ viscose/ 

spandex core spun yarn conventional ring frame was 

modified. A spandex attachment unit is attached to ring 

frame. This unit had v-groove guide to feed spandex to the 

front roller of the drafting system. The drafted staple fibre and 

the spandex is brought together at the nip point of the delivery 

rollers drafting unit. The spandex filament yarn is stretched 

between the positive feed roller and v-groove yarn guide. 

While the spandex unit is positively driven, the v-groove 

guide roll is driven by the friction force occurring between 

the top front roller of the drafting unit and v-groove guide 

roll. 

NO 
SAMPLE 

MARKING 

DRAW 

FRAME 

HANK 

SIMPLEX 

FRAME HANK 

1 A1 0.125 0.94 

2 A2 0.130 0.94 

3 A3 0.135 0.94 

4 B1 0.121 0.98 

5 B2 0.121 1.12 

6 B3 0.121 1.22 

7 C1 0.115 1.30 

8 C2 0.120 1.00 

9 C3 0.150 1.20 

10 X 0.121 0.94 

Table 1: 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Testing of all ten samples were tested and evaluated for 

properties like U%, thin, thick places, Neps by using Uster 

Tester3 shown in table 2. Ring frame end breakages were 

studied   by snap study as per mill procedure and Autoconer-

cuts were given by Autoconer machine summarised in 

Table3. 

Yarn samples U% CV% NEPS 

A1 7.21 10.1 54 

A2 7.15 9.82 52 

A3 7.63 10.60 55 

B1 7.98 10.54 62 

B2 8.05 10.69 63 

B3 8.17 10.79 66 

C1 8.72 10.77 62 

C2 8.92 10.81 63 

C3 9.01 10.89 66 

X 9.07 10.90 78 

Table 2: Average results samples of core spun p/v spandex 

yarn properties 

Yarn 

samples 

End 

Breakages% 

Autoconer Cuts 

/100km 

A1 2.49 51 

A2 2.48 44 

A3 2.57 50 

B1 2.81 54 

B2 2.79 53 

B3 2.87 55 

C1 3.37 58 

C2 3.39 61 

C3 3.41 60 

X 3.56 74 

Table 3: Average results of core spun p/v spandex yarn End 

breakage % and Autoconer cuts/100 km for all the samples 

A. Effect of draw frame hank variation on yarn irregularities 

of core spun p/v/spandex yarn. 

Yarn A1, A2, A3 had been developed by varying draw frame 

hank 0.125,0.130,0.135 respectively and keeping simplex 

frame hank 0.94 constant same as standard X. From Table 2 

and figure1- figure3 it could be seen that the value of yarn 

irregularities u%, cv%, neps% is significantly lower than of 

standard sample X. Yarn A2 was found to have maximum 

reduction of 21.17% in U % and 33.33% reduction in Neps%, 

CV% reduction was only9.91%. 

B. Effect of simplex frame hank variation on yarn 

irregularities of core spun p/v/spandex yarn 

Yarn B1, B2, B3 had been developed by varying simplex 

frame hank 0.98, 1.12,1.22 respectively and keeping draw 

frame hank 0.121 constant same as standard X. From Table 2 

and figure1- figure3 it was found that the value of yarn 

irregularities u%, cv%, neps% is slightly lower than of 

standard sample X. Yarn B1 was found to have maximum 

reduction % 20.51% in Neps, and reduction of 12.02 % in U 

%, reduction in CV% was only 3.30%. 

C. Effect of draw frame hank and simplex frame hank 

variation on yarn irregularities of core spun p/v/spandex 

yarn. 

Yarn C1, C2, C3 had been developed by simultaneously 

varying draw frame hank 0.115, 0.120, 0.150 and simplex 

frame hank1.30,1.00,1.20 respectively. From Table 2 and 

figure1-figure3 it was analysed that the value of yarn 

irregularities (u%, cv%, neps%) has no better effect that of 

standard sample X. 

D. Effect of draw frame hank variation on yarn End 

Breakages% and Autoconer Cuts /100km of core spun 

p/v/spandex yarn. 

Compared with standard yarn X from Table 2 and figure4, 

figure5 it can be summarised that out of A1, A2, A3 yarn A2 

has maximum reduction of 35.29% of End Breakages% and 

40.54% of Autoconer Cuts /100km. 

E. Effect of simplex frame hank variation on yarn End 

Breakages% and Autoconer Cuts /100km of core spun 

p/v/spandex yarn 

Compared with standard yarn X from Table 2 and figure 4, 

figure5 it can be summarised that out of B1, B2, B3 yarn B2 

has maximum reduction of 25.16% of End Breakages% and 

28.38% of Autoconer Cuts /100km. 

F. Effect of draw frame hank and simplex frame hank 

variation on End breakages % and Autoconer Cuts /100km of 

p/v/spandex yarn 

Compared with standard yarn X from Table 2 and fig 4, fig5 

it can be summarised that out of C1, C2, C3 yarn C1 has 

reduction of 6.21% of End Breakages% and 21.62% of 

Autoconer Cuts /100km. 
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The test results showed that the yarn irregularities 

U%, CV%, NEPS% and R/F end breakage%, Autoconer cuts 

were significantly lower of yarn produced by varying draw 

frame hank than to other yarns. Which can be explained by 

considering that for change in hank of draw frame yarn draft 

needs to be reset which leads to better orientation and 

paralysation of fibre. 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The results obtained in the study indicated that by changing 

the draw framefrom0.121 to 0.130 for yarn A2 gave 

significant results of improvement in yarn irregularities, end 

breakages, Autoconer cuts which could reduce strip-back” 

problem of yarn. 

The change of simplex hank from 0.94 to 

0.98,1.12,1.22 for yarn B1, B2, B3 respectively did not show 

better impact on yarn properties. 

Yarn produced by varying draw frame hank and 

simplex frame hank simultaneously was hard to produce, 

various practical problems like lapping at roller occurred 

frequently which effected the production efficiency. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Effect of Spinning Process Parameter on Core Spun Polyester 

/ Viscose / Spandex Yarn could be better studied by analysing 

yarn and fabric properties simultaneously. 
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